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ZAGREBACKA COUNTY AND THE
CITY OF ZAGREB AS THB CENTRE

OF THE CROATIAN TRANSPORT SYSTBM

ABSTRACT

The Zagrebaika county and the city of Zagreb are the main
traffic, cultural and economic area of the central Croatian
macro region, consisting of the neighbouring counties and the

Medimurska county. The traffic function of this area, especially

of the Zagrebaika county and the ci4t of Zagreb, are extremely

important for the internal linking of the central Croatian macro

region, and thereby, the Republic of Croatia as a whole, espe-

cially in terms of its internal connecting by means of highway

and railway transport.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Zagrebadka county with the city of Zagreb as

its natural centre is situated in the central part of the

specific geo-traffic configuration of the Croatian na-

tional area. This is the area of the southwestern region
of the Pannonian Plain closest to the Adriatic S ea,that
is, the Kvarner bay and the Croatian Primorje region.

Important European and the most important Cro-
atian traffic corridors intersect on the territory of the
Zagreba(ka county.

The main traffic corridors of major European sig-

nificance passing throu gh lhe Zagrebadka county are:

1. The traffic corridor identical with V., that (from
Budapest via iakovec and VaraZdin) connects the
Zagrebadka county with Karlovac and Rijeka, that
is, the Istrian peninsula, the Bay of Trieste and the

Padua Plain. In the era of opening up and improv-
ing mutual connections between East and West
Europe, this corridor is likely to become even more
significant.

Z. The traffic corridor that stretches from Central
Europe through Graz, Maribor and Krapina and

connects Zagreb and the Zagrebadka county with
the central Croatian mountain region, the Karlo-
vadka, Lidko-Senjska, Sibenska and Splitsko-dal-
matinska counties.

3. The third corridor, being of crucial importance, ex-

tends from Ljubljana and Novo Mesto, as the so

called Sava corridor, and connects the Zagrebadka
county and the city of Zagreb with eastern Croatia
and the Croatian Danube region, SR Yugoslavia,
Bulgaria, Greece and Turkey, coinciding with the
Pan-European corridor X.

These three corridors are not solely important for
the international connections of the Zagrebadka
county, but also for the internal linking with the rest of
the Croatian area.

Apart from these three basic corridors that inter-
sect the territory of the county and make it a six-armed
European traffic junction of utmost importance, there
are two other corridors also vital for the county:

4. Zagreb-Dugo Selo-Vrbovec-Bjelovar (KriZevci) -
the connection with the Podravina corridor,

5. Zagreb-Sisak-Biha6-Knin-Split.

As all these traffic corridors contain the most im-
portant highways and railroads, they can be consid-
ered as crucial corridors not only for the Zagrebatka
county, but also for the whole of Croatia.

On the Sava traffic corridor there already exist
river waterways from Sisak to Slavonski Brod and
Zupanja. After the construction of the Danube-Sava
canal from Vukovar to Samac and by channeling the
river Sava, the area of the Zagrebadka county will take
on an especially important role in terms of the positive
influence of the combined railway-river traffic from
Podunavlje to the Kvarner bay.

The Zagrebadka county represents a specific form
of administrative, territorial and economic structure
of the surroundings of Zagreb, the capital of Croatia
and its economic, social and culture center.
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The entirety of the economic, social and cultural
development of the Zagrebatka county and the city of
Zagreb is mutually interrelated, conditioned and in-
terdependent. Even in the relatively short period since
the establishment of the Republic of Croatia as an in-
dependent state (1990-1997) there have been many
changes in the administrative-territorial jurisdiction
of the city of Zagreb and those of the Zagreba(ka
county.

The traffic system as a whole cannot be viewed sep-
arately for th e city of Zagreb and from the Zagrebadka
county. The Zagrebadka county encircles the city of
Zagreb from three sides (East, South and West). The
mountain Medvednica in the north, imposes difficul-
ties for the traffic connections towards the Krapin-
sko-zagorska county. All these facts indicate a neces-
sity for a co-ordinated development of a traffic system
for both the Zagrebadka county and the city of Zag-
reb. Unfortunately, a detailed plan of road develop-
ment of the Zagreba(ka county should have been pre-
ceded by a design of joint fundamental urban and traf-
fic plans of the Zagrebalka county and the city of
Zagreb. This has, however, not been the case. The city
of Zagreb developed a traffic study the solutions of
which do not reach beyond the Zagreb beltway and
the southern slopes of the Mountain Medvednica.
Such an unsystematic approach will have to be amen-
ded in the forthcoming period.

2. INTERCONNECTEDNESS OF THE
TRAFFIC SYSTEMS OF THE CITY.
OF ZAGRBB, THE ZAGREBACKA
COUNTYAND THE CENTRAL PART
OF CROATIA

'lhe Zagrebadka county, encompassing a territory
of 3,028 km with 1,238,000 inhabitants (according to
the 1991 census) needs for the development of its

economy excellent internal connections as well as
good links with the city of Zagreb.

By the centralisation of formerly dispersed func-
tions and subsequent connections with the city of
Zagreb, the links of certain towns and communities
with the City of Zagreb have developed much more
rapidly than those peripheral, that is, annular connec-
tions.

The county of Zagreb consists of eight towns and
26 municipalities. 64.6Vo of the inhabitants live in the
towns and 35.4Vo in the municipalities. Internal con-
nections of towns and municipalities of the Zagre-
badka county are proven (according to the 1991 cen-
sus) by the number of daily commuters (commuters)
to the city of Zagreb.

The degree of centralisation of the city of Zagreb
in relation to its gravitational area (Zagreba(ka
county) is clearly represented in Table 1. The entire
number of workers - daily commuters accounts for:
Velika G orica 97 Vo, S amobor 97 Vo, Jastrebarsko 93 7a,
Ivanid Grad 92Vo, Zelina 96Vo, Yrbov ec 77 %.

Taking into consideration the fact that in the last
ten years, from 1991 to 2000, there have been signifi-
cant developments in economic and social-political
transition, it is obvious that the situation is changing.
Significant changes occurred due to the mutual influ-
ence of various factors, among which four distinct
groups especially stand out:
1. change of the political system from totalitarian,

one-party to multi-party system;
2. transition from a non-market economy (consen-

sual self-governing economy) towards a market
economy with a known owner;

3. Croatian War of Independence as the reaction of
the Croatian state and its people to the aggression
of Serbia and Montenegro against the Republic of
Croatia;

4. period since 1991 till today has been marked by the
implementation of achievements of modern

Table 1 - Daily commuting of workers, students and pupils

Municipalities
r1991)

Entire number of workers -
daily commuters

Workers Pupils and
students

Entire number - commuters
inZazreb

Velika Gorica 23,044 22,378 7,483 29,867

Samobor 12,698 12,332 4,r23 16,455

Zapreii( 8,657 8,408 2,813 11,221

Jastrebarsko 5,626 5,240 2,5t1 7,757

Dugo Selo 4,863 4,673 2,096 6,769

Ivani6 Grad 5,244 4,840 1,756 6,596

Zelina 3,482 3,338 1,845 5,183

Vrbovec 1,234 946 567 1,513

Total 64,848 62,155 23,194 85,349

Source: l99l Census, Central Bureau of Statislics
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computer and telecommunication technology that
is unstoppably conquering the world and making it
more and more interdependent.

Since all the above resulted in extremely complex
interdependencies having a vast influence on traffic
demand, it is hard to fully comprehend all trends and
establish a pattern of changes that these factors
caused and are still causing in the society.

One of the significant consequences of the Cro-
atian War of Independence is the fact that the city of
Zagreb and the Zagreba(ka county experienced an in-
flux of refugees and displaced persons with a strong
tendency, among many of them, of taking up perma-
nent residence in this area. There has been no accu-

rate research, however, that would allow a more pre-
cise study of those changes.

It is to be expected that the forthcoming census of
2001 will provide facts resulting in a more accurate
picture than the one we have now.

It is obvious that according to its structure of em-
ployed persons, the Zagrebadka county, has a signifi-
cantly larger number of employed individuals in farm-
ing and small businesses.

The influence and the resulting needs of the econ-
omy of the Zagrebadka county for the development
of a traffic system are significant. However, if those
needs are not thoroughly investigated in a general
study of the traffic system development - including
the study of the development of road traffic and roads,
at the level of the city of Zagreb and the Zagreba(ka
county, respectively - there cannot be a resulting ra-
tional development of the road network as a whole
(i.e. state, county and local roads as well as city
streets).

The development of public roads from the begin-
ning of the seventies onwards on the whole area of the
Republic of Croatia, as well as the region of the city of
Zagreb and the Zagreba(ka county, is clearly marked
by a voluntaristic approach towards building the road
network independently from traffic needs. Such an ap-
proach resulted in a couple of phenomena that cannot
be found in other countries:

1. building of highways with inappropriate capacity
regarding traffic requirements;

2. disregard of road networks connecting broader ur-
ban areas,

3. failure of high quality maintenance of the existing
roads; and

4. absence of systematic concern for the secondary
road network (county and local roads).

The example of the city of Zagreb and the Zagre-
badka county is in that sense symptomatic, but at same
time contradictory. In order to shed some light on this
problem, let us give a short chronological survey.

After the construction of the Zagreb-Karlovac
highway and the introduction of closed toll system,
only one connection to Jastrebarsko was subsequently
built. Thus in the length of 40 kilometres there is only
one highway junction. Although the highway passes in
the close vicinity of many settlements, it has not facili-
tated the flow of traffic from those settlements to-
wards the city centre, although this should have been
one of its primary functions. In the first ten years of its
use this road was used by approximately 8,000 vehicles
per day (PGDP). Today PGDP on this road from
Zagreb to Jastrebarsko amounts to approximately
17,000 vehicles, and on the section from Jastrebarsko
to Karlovac to approximately 15,000 vehicles.

By the construction of highway through Karlovac
to Bosiljevo with a full definition of transport needs of
at the most 7,000 vehicles (PGDP), the funds will once
again imprudently remain frozen for the next twenty
years. In other words, we should keep in mind that the
capacity of a highway in its full definition on its lowJy-
ing part is 60 - 70 thousand vehicles per day.

It should also be pointed out that roads of such ca-
pacity normally tolerate 100, or even 200 hours of
overload per year. It has to be noted that on the roads
in Croatia, up till now, there has not been even a single
hour of capacity overload. The gridlock occasionally
occurred because of the Karlovac bottleneck or block-
ages due to toll collection.

A similar situation can be found on the Zagreb
belt'way where in the length of 35 km on the outskirts

Table 2 - The number of employed persons intheZagrebadka county, the city of Zagreb, and the Republic of
Croatia, respectively, in March 2000

Elements

Republic of Croatia City of Zagreb Zasreba(ka countv

Number
Structure

in 7o
Number

Structure
in Vo

Number
Structure

in 7o

Emploved in corporate bodies 1,008,101 78.0 283,405 86.0 41,376 60.0

Owners and workers employedby them
in small businesses and freelancers

197,885 15.3 42,974 13.0 t4,236 20.6

Active farmers 86,922 6.7 2,854 1.0 13,350 19.4

Total 1,292,908 100.0 329,233 100.0 68,962 100.0

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics 9.2.2.14.L999. and 9.2.1.13.2000.
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of the city there are only six highway junctions, and
PGDP, depending on the section of the road, is 10 -15
thousand vehicles.

The Zagreb-Krapina highway, with a parallel two-
Jane grade-separated road, is also a glaring example
of uneconomical road-building. Basically, the capacity
of these two roads is by 5 -10 times greater than the
traffic flow they serve. Zagreb-Sv. Ivan Zelina has a
PGDP less than 10,000 vehicles.

If we look at the traffic on the state and county
roads that have lesser or even considerably lesser ca-
pacify from the flow they serve, but are important in
linking the Zagrebadka county, we observe extremely
complex problems arising from a voluntaristic ap-
proach to planning and building of roads. In that light,
facts that arouse concern are that the traffic flow is
greater or even much greater than the given capacity
on the following roads:

1. Zagreb-Sesvete-Dugo Selo,

2. Zagreb-Yelika Gorica,
3. Zagreb (Ludko)-Jastrebarsko,
4. Ljubljanska-Slavonska Avenue in Zagreb.

Issues arising from the need for mutual internal
linking of the neighbouring settlements and towns in
the Zagrebadka county have to be added to these
problems, Thus, for example, a direct link between
Zapre\ic and Samobor does not exist, or if links do ex-
ist they are badly maintained or have extremely poor
traffic and technical characteristics (small radius of
turn, a narrow roadway, absence of shoulders etc.).

Alother great difficulty arises from the fact that
there is an inappropriate toll collection system. Such a

toll collection system leads to the following problems:

1. an increase in the cost of construction of roads
(greater number of viaducts, toll booths),

2. lower accessibility of highways and thus lower traf-
fic burden,

3. avoidance of usage of highways by numerous users,
especially freight vehicles, leading to overburden-
ing of the parallel roads (Sesvete-Zelina, Ludko-
-Jastrebarsko-Karlovac, Zagr eb - (Zapr eii() -Za-
bok-Krapina, Zagreb-Sesvete-Dugo Selo-Kutina-
-Sl. Brod) and their rapid decay, as well as negative
effects this has on the environment and an increase
in traffic accidents.

3. ELEMENTS OF FUTURE DEVELOP.
MENT OF THE TRANSPORT SYSTEM
OF THE ZAGREBACTA. COUNTY
AND THE CITY OF ZAGREB

The basic comparative advantage for the develop-
ment of the Zagrebadka county is its spatial and
multifunctional connection with the city of Zagreb.

Actually, according to many standards used to mea-
sure an area of a city (daily economic and cultural con-
nections due to its numerous roles) the Zagreba(ka
county is an essential part of the city of Zagreb, or - to
be more precise - the city of.Zagreb is an essential part
of the Zagrebadka county. If, on top of that, we take
into consideration also the substantial gravitational
pull of the city of Zagreb onto the neighbouring coun-
ties: Krapinsko-Zagorska, VaraZdinska, Medimurska,
Koprivnidko-KriZevadka, Bjelovarsko-Bilogorska, Si-
sadko-Moslavadka and Karlovadka, we arrive to the
advantages for the potential economical growth influ-
enced by the Zagreb macro region, i.e. the region of
central Croatia.

This region covers 35.2Vo of the Croatian area and
accommodates 46.5Vo of the population. The distance
of the furthest settlements from the centre of the city
of Zagreb does not exceed one hundred kilometres.

A significant European and the most significant
Croatian traffic junction, situated in this area, and the
economic opportunities offered by the existing infra-
structure and the closeness of the European market,
provide this region, and the Zagreba(kacounty in par-
ticular, with excellent opportunities for economic
growth.

The opportunity for the development of economy,
commerce, tourism, small and large businesses in
handicrafts and industry give exceptional advantages
to this region both on the Croatian market and the
market of the European Union. Zagreb and the re-
gion of central Croatia are extremely interesting areas
with great human resources and scientific-technologi-
cal potential that can be optimally expressed in a
meaningful economic policy. The reduction of trans-
port expenses that occur in the process ofproduction
in a strategically better-defined and prudent develop-
ment of a transport system can reach the Western-Eu-
ropean standards in the next ten years. That would
provide the economy of the central Croatian macro
region with an opportunity for an excellent integration
into the economic development of the European Un-
ion.

The central Croatian macro region is nearly identi-
cal to the wider gravitational area of the city of Zagreb
and the Zagreba(ka county. This region accommo-
dates more than2,226,000 inhabitants or 46.5Vo of the
whole population of Croatia in an area that covers
35Vo of the surface of the Croatian territory. The num-
ber of vehicles in this region accounts for approxi-
mately 50% of the number of vehicles in Croatia.

The economic development of the Zagreba(ka
county region is primarily related to the development
of small and medium-sized business plants of the man-
ufacturing industry and the production of certain
components for large Croatian and European compa-
nies. The position at the intersection of the most im-
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portant Croatian and important European traffic cor-
ridors, provides Croatia, especially its central part, i.e.
the Zagrebadka county, with outstanding develop-
ment possibilities. The agreeable territory, human re-
sources potential and tradition provide exceptional
economic advantages and considerable production re-
sources.

Manufacture and service industry along with the
transport industry will become one of the most impor-
tant industry branches in the future. Tourism and agri-
cultural production will also develop, as well as trade.

3.1. The development of road network and the
needs for economic development

The structure and density of the road network, es-
pecially with regard to its division into state, county
and local roads on the whole Croatian territory have
not been thoroughly considered because of unresolv-
ed relationships between the financing of construction
and the maintenance of the road network.

The voluntaristic approach to road network cate-
gorisation has not solved the division of roads into
state, county and local roads in a satisfactory manner.

The ratio between the length of state, county and
local roads at the level of the entire Republic of Cro-
atia is not adequate. There are, namely too many state
roads, and too few local roads. These relations differ a
lot from county to county.

Analysing the ratio between state, county and local
roads and their entirety in relation to the area of the
county, the number of inhabitants and the number of
motor vehicles, some very interesting data have been
obtained. Unfortunately, such research was not car-
ried out when road classification was proposed, which
led to an unfavourable correlation between the total
length of the road network according to their respec-
tive categories. This must be amended by taking a new
approach that would be elaborated and applied at the
state level in such a way that the relation between the
state and the county roads were in the ratio of 1 : 2 up
to 1 : 3, and the relation between county and local
roads were 1.:2up to 1 : 3.

In practice this means that for every 1,000 km of
state roads there would be 2 -3 thousand km of county
roads and 4 - 9 thousand km of local roads. To achieve
this goal the following criteria must be followed:

- establishing the total length of the road network of a
certain region (for instance a county) according to
the size of its area and the percentage-wise share of
the number of inhabitants, and even the number of
vehicles;

- criteria for traffic overload should be introduced in
such a way that

- state roads cannot have a PGDP or PLPD lower
than 2,000 vehicles per day,

- counfy roads cannot have a PGDP or PLPD
lower than 500 vehicles per day,

- all other roads in public use would be unclassi-
fied public roads.

The overview ofstate, county and local roads in the
area of the Zagreba(kacounty in relation to its surface
area (km/000 km), number of inhabitants (km/000 in-
habitants) and number of vehicles (km/000 vehicles),
points to an under-representation of classified road
network in comparison to the neighbouring counties.

3.2. Interrelationship and development of
transport branches

The development of a transport system as an inte-
gral organisational and technological system consist-
ing oftransport infrastructure, superstructure and ve-
hicles for all kinds of transport, as well as manage-
ment, supervisory and organisational subsystems with
the accompanying development of up-to-date tele-
communication and computer networks is of utmost
importance for the entire economic, cultural, and so-
cial development of every county, the Republic of
Croatia being no exception.

A complex transport junction is situated in the re-
gion of the Zagrebadka county and the city of Zagreb
as its central part, encompassing railway, road and air
transport, as well as the system of public urban and
suburban passenger transport.

Unfortunately, the development of the transport
system of the city of Zagreb and the Zagrebadka
county, including the whole of Croatia, has not been
either adequate or consistent. While the transport
costs in the western European countries in the last
thirty years accounted for less than l\Vo in the struc-
ture of the price of finished goods, in our country they
were never less than 15Vo. According to some esti-
mates, the present transport cost exceeds 20Vo. Anun-
coordinated development of transport branches has
definitely contributed to this situation. In the area of
the Zagrebadka county and the city of Zagreb, road
and railway traffic, along with the international air-
port provide the basis of the transport system. The un-
coordinated development is obvious both in road and
railway transport. Complementarity in the develop-
ment of road and railway transport is far from satisfac-
tory.

The extent of railway tracks in relation to the lay-
out of the settlements is on the other hand completely
satisfactory, whereas urban and suburban traffic are
totally underdeveloped. Although a lot of funds have
been invested in the development of highways in the
area of the city of Zagreb and the Zagrebatka county,
road traffic does not meet the necessary standards.
Traffic overload, namely, on the highways does not ex-
ceed25Vo of the capacity, while many of the vital roads
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Table 4. Overview of the road network and its structure in central Croatia

State Countv Local Total

km E km % km 7o km Vo

Republic of Croatia 7,377.7 (26.s) 10,i93.3 (36.6) 10,269.1 (36.9) 27,840.r (100.00)

Zagreba(ka county 387.9 (20.7\ 761.3 (40.7\ 722.3 (38.6) 1,871.5 (100.00)

Citv of Zasreb 68.4 (e.1) 305.8 (40.5) 380.0 150.4) 754.2 (100.00)

Total (1+2) 456.3 (17.4\ 1,067.1 (40.6) t,t02.3 (42.0\ 2,625.7 (100.00)

Krapinsko-zagorska county 224.1 (25.0\ 41.9.2 (46.7) 254.3 (28.3) 897.6 (100.00)

VaraZdinska county 209.t (re.4) 399.4 (37.6) 452.4 (42.6) 1,060.9 (100.00)

Meclimurska county 95.i (17.8) 255.5 (47.9\ 183.1 (34.3) 533.7 (100.00)

Koprivniiko-kriZevadka county 212.0 (1e.3) 390.8 (3s.6) 494.7 (4s.1) 1,097.5 (100.00)

Bielovarsko-bilogorska county 277.2 (1e.3) 457.0 (31.8) 70L.9 (48.e) 1.,436.1 (100.00)

Sisadko-moslavadka county 471.2 (22.7\ 811.0 (38.7) 809.4 (38.6) 2,097.6 (100.00)

Karlovadka countv 396.1 (24.6) 53',1.1 (33.3) 679.5 (42.1\ 1.,612.7 (100.00)

Total (3-9) 1-890.8 (2t.6\ 3,270.0 u2.6\ 3,575.3 (40.9) 8,736.r (100.00)

Altogether 2,342.1 (20.7) 4,337.1 (38.2\ 4,677.6 (41.2\ 11.361.8 (10o.oo)

Table 5. Overview of the road network in relation to the surface area, number of inhabitants and number of
vehicles

State Countv Local Total
km km km km km km km km km km

000 k,
km km

000 km 000 inh 000veh 000 km 000 inh 000 veh 000 km 000 inh 000 veh 000 inh 000veh

Republic of Croatia 13.0 1.54 5.57 18.0 2.73 7.70 t8.2 2.15 7.76 49.2 5.82 21..0

Zagreba(ka county 126.0 1..37 1.28 247.3 2.69 3.00 234.7 2.55 3.10 608.0 6.61 7.38

Citv of Zasreb 106.9 0.088 477.8 0.393 593.8 0.489 1,178.4 0.970

Total (1+2) t22.7 0.430 1.28 287.0 1.006 3.00 296.5 1.039 3.10 706.2 2.475 7.38

Krapinsko-zagorska county t82.2 1.506 5.67 340.8 2.818 10.61 206.7 1.709 6.43 729.8 6.033 22.7

VaraZdinska county 166.0 1.113 3.64 3t7.0 2.t26 6.95 359.0 2.408 7.87 842.0 5.648 1.8.46

Meclimurska county 130.3 0.793 2.56 350.0 2.132 6.88 250.8 t.528 4.93 731.1 4.452 14.38

Koprivnidko-kriZevadka county t22.3 1_639 5.36 225.4 3.022 9.88 287.0 3.825 12.51 632.9 8.486 22.76

Bielovarsko-bilogorska county 105.1 1.924 6.28 173.2 3.r73 10.36 266.1 4.873 15.91 544.4 9.970 32.55

Sisadko-moslavadka county t07.3 1.899 9.74 182.3 3.227 16.55 182.0 3.220 16.51 471..6 8.346 42.80

Karlovadka county 109.4 2.146 9.76 148.3 2.910 13.23 181.6 3.682 16.74 445.3 8.738 39.72

Total (3-9) 120.7 t.622 6.15 208.8 2.805 10.64 228.3 3.067 11.63 557.8 7.493 28.42

Altogether 117.8 1.052 3.54 217.6 r.948 6.54 234.7 2.096 7.05 570.1. 5.103 17.t4

are overloaded much above their transport capacity,
which leads to frequent hours-long gridlocks.

Not before a comprehensive and elaborate trans-
port study, both for lhe Zagrebadka county and the
city of Zagreb as well as central Croatia as a whole, is
completed will it be possible to point to adequate in-
terrelationship in the development of road and rail-
way traffic and to implement a successful develop-
ment of the transport system as a whole.

A high-quality solution to the development of the
system of public transportation, especially urban pub-

lic transport, and linking of passenger and goods
transport terminals (railway stations, bus stations, air-
ports) present one of the utmost priorities of the city
of Zagreb and the Zagreba(kacounty, and thus of the
Republic of Croatia itself.

Road network is of superior importance for the de-
velopment of any urban area. Together with road
transport, it is the only part of the transport system
that, combined with other means of transport, can be
sufficient for establishing a transport function of a

specific area.
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Along with the implementation of the well-struc-
tured transport system as a whole it is necessary to
economically plan the construction of the road net-
work with a step by step realisation regarding both
time and space, so that the transport flow is economi-
cally saturated.

It is essential to structure the entire road network -
from highways of utmost level of service (vr = 120
km/h, and c = 60 - 70 thousand vehicles) to other state,
county, local roads and capillary roads and street net-
works (v, : 20-30 km/h, and c = 500 - 1000 vehicles
per day) so as to connect each and every facility of the
transport infrastructure, bearing in mind that the up-
per limit of 100 to 200 hours of transport overload per
year should not be exceeded.

It is precisely the road transport and the road net-
work that play the crucial role in the development of
suburban and small settlements.

4. CONCLUSION

The city of Zagreb and the Zagreba(ka county, to-
gether with neighbouring counties, encompassing
nearly half of the population of the Republic of Cro-
atia and over 50Vo ofvehicles and overall economic ac-

tivity, represent the transport centre of the Republic
of Croatia, but also one of the major transport centres
of central Europe.

In the next twenty years in the City of Zagreb and
the Zagrebadka county the degree of motorization will
amount to 350 to 400 vehicles per thousand inhabit-
ants. Because of environmental pollution due to ex-
haust gases, the cost of fuel and the number of traffic
accidents, road traffic, especially transport by private
passenger vehicles will become less and less economi-
cal. However, it is hard to imagine the future civilisa-
tion without such a system.

Increased participation of public transport, bicy-
cles and pedestrians is likely to diminish road motor
transportation, but it will not eliminate it. This fact ob-
ligates not only transport experts but also politicians
to devote even greater attention to an economical ap-
proach to planning of construction and maintenance
of the transport system bearing in mind the interde-

pendency in financing, both at the state level, as well
as at the level of counties, cities and municipalities, i.e.
integral transport and economic areas. The develop-
ment and function of the transport system of the City
of Zagreb and the Zagreba(ka county as the central
region of Croatia, must be based, above anything else,
on a balanced development of road and railway trans-
port. The elements of the inconsistent development of
road transport, especially road infrastructure, and the
deficiencies in the development of railway transport
that have transpired in the last thirty years, should be
remedied for the most part in the next ten years, more
precisely, by the year 20L0.

SAZETAK

zuGREBAEKA LUPENUI" I GRAD ZAGREB KAO
C E NTAR H RVAT S KO G P RO M E TN O G S U S TAVA

Zagrebaika Zupanija i Grad Zagreb srediinji su prometni,
kulturni i gospodarski prostor srediinje hrvatske makroregije,
koju saiinjavaju susjedne iupanije i Medimurska Zupanija.

Prometna funkcija ovog prostora, osobito Zagrebaike Zu-
panije i Grada Zagreba, iznimno su znaiajni za unutamje
povezivanje srediinje hruatske makroregije, a time i Republike
Hrvatske i njeno unutamje povezivanje osobito cestovnim i
ie lj eznii kim pro m eto m.
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